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Supported well-plate formats

Size range of aggregates

Minimum concentration

Optics

Laser wavelength

Laser power

Minimum sample volume

Data acquisition time

Read time per well

Electronics

Signal and noise measurements

Digital communication

Dimensions (L×W×H)

96

0.1 to 10000 nm

1 nM

1032 nm

Programmable 1-100%

100 μL per well (for 96 well plate)

10-20 minutes

<250 ms per data-point

Gated 2 channel photon counter

Ethernet

Benchtop, 80cm × 50 cm × 60 cm

The EASY Screener comprises of an ultrafast laser that is 
shone through a liquid sample inside a 96 well-plate. By 
recording the scattered intensity of the samples, it rapidly 
detects the solubility limit of compounds in non-opaque 
solvent. Contrary to existing technologies, EASY requires 
neither filtration nor calibration steps, consumes less 
compounds and maintains the highest standard in terms of 
sensitivity throughput.

Specifications

Sustainable solution
Less consumables, reagents,
and compounds used

Simple and Reliable
Simplified, cost-efficient and reliable
solubility mesurement

Significant time savings
Avoid repetitive and labor-intensive
work, focus on your biological questions

Maximize research output
Reduced uncertainty and improved
reproducibility and repeatability

Why EASY Screener®?
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Insoluble drugs are ineffective and represent a 
huge loss of investment. The EASY Screener 
solves this by reducing the number of steps during 
sample preparation and solubility analysis. 

This revolution in the process of drug development 
makes solubility screening simpler, easier, more 
efficient and more environmental-friendly, while 
maintaining the highest standards in terms of 
sensitivity and throughput. The result is more 
effective medicine for everyone.

By making solubility measurements very simple, the EASY Screener®

allows you to produce better and more effective drugs.

Dilution Direct screening

down to nM concentration

Laser Photon counter

Simplified and High-Throughput Measurement Process

High throughput

Simple - no filtration nor calibration

Wide sample coverage in any solvent

Multiple readings over time

Ease of preparation

Compatible with liquid handlers

96 well plate format

What the EASY Screener® provides

State-of-the-art (HPLC)

Easy measurement process

Calibration Sample
Preparation

Separation
(HPLC)Filtration Measure

Sample
Preparation Measure

Our simple solution provides impactful savings by 
reducing waste, consumables, reagents, and 
compound-use in an overall sustainable solution while 
maintaining throughput with better sensitivity.

Increased 
productivity

Sustainable and impactful savings

UN Sustainable
Development

Goals

Improved
decision making

Accelerated
drug development

pipeline


